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Climate Forcing 
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!   A measure of the net change in the energy balance of the Earth 
system in response to some external  perturbation.   
!   (Watts per square meter)  
!   quantifies the energy imbalance that occurs when the external change 

takes place 
!   Does not measure the system response 

!   Indirect Effect (frequently now called Aerosol-cloud interaction) 
!   A process by which aerosol changes affects the optical properties and 

evolution of clouds through the aerosol role as cloud condensation 
nuclei or ice nuclei, particularly in ways that affect radiation or 
precipitation;  

!   Processes which  clouds and precipitation affect aerosol. .   



Theory and Observations 
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Humans do 
affect clouds 

Simple	  theory	  suggests	  
	  
More	  aerosol	  	  
	  more	  drops	  	  
	  smaller	  drops	  	  
	  more	  reflec5ve	  
	  	  	  	  	  clouds	  
	  
	  

• CO2 doubling compensated by (Slingo, 1990): 
• 120%   increase in droplet concentrations 
• 40%   decrease in cloud drop size 
• 12%   increase in oceanic cloud cover 



More Evidence from Satellite 
 

Breon, Tanre, and Generoso,	  
“Aerosol effect on cloud droplet 
size monitored from 
satellite”,Science, 2002 
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third idea provides the essential link to the radiative forcing of the
climate system. Our exploration of these ideas, and lifetime effects as
a whole, focuses onwarm clouds, as these have historically been at the
centre of the lifetime hypothesis. Many of our findings are, however,
also relevant to emerging studies of lifetime effects in cold or ice-
bearing clouds8,12.

Satellite surveys
Observations of the manifestations of a lifetime effect can be striking.
Photographs of the collapse of clouds in shafts of precipitation that
readily form in aerosol-poor environments are common. Equally
evocative is the apparent transition from low-albedo (open-cellular)
shallow-cumulus cloud regimes to high-albedo (closed-cellular)
stratocumulus cloud regimes as a result of aerosol infusions from
passing ships13. An example of the latter is shown in Fig. 2. Such
features differ from ship tracks (which are often taken as a signature
of the cloud albedo effect)14 because the open-cellular structure in the
low-albedo region is associatedwith regions of precipitation, whereas
the closed-cellular structure in the high-albedo region is usually
observed to be non-precipitating13,15,16.

Large-scale satellite surveys provide a detailed view of the aerosol–
cloud–precipitation system, particularly with the emergence of a new
generation of active remote sensors17. Correlative studies based on the
satellite record have found intriguing relationships between proxies
for cloud-active aerosol and cloud microstructure the senses of
which are consistent with the cloud albedo and lifetime effects. For
example, cloud droplets are on average smaller in the presence of
more aerosol particles. Although evidence of this kind is quite
common, estimates of its global magnitude are sensitive to methodo-
logical details18–21. Cloud fraction also tends to be larger, on average, in
thepresence ofmore aerosol particles20–23. Such correlations have been
taken as evidence in support of a strong cloud lifetime effect, whereby
changes in cloud forcing as large as28Wm22 have been attributed to
lifetime effects on ocean-basin scales22. Global surveys, on the other
hand, suggest somewhat weaker effects, with a radiative forcing of
between 0 and21Wm22 (refs 20, 24).

Some examples of aerosol-induced microphysical changes sup-
pressing the development of precipitation have also been
reported25,26, but a robust demonstration of aerosol suppression of
surface precipitation remains lacking11.

The correlation–causation conundrum
Two lines of argument challenge the interpretation of satellite-
derived correlations between cloud amount and aerosol optical

thickness as evidence in support of a lifetime effect. The first contends
that aerosol–cloud correlations are prone to measurement artefacts
and thus are not reliable. The second contends that to the extent such
correlations are reliable, they can be amply explained by alternative
(and, as argued below, in many cases simpler) ideas21.

The artefact argument is germane because to observe correlations
between clouds and the aerosol, itmust first be possible to distinguish
between them. However, this proves difficult, especially at coarse
resolution and from space. Although cloud-active aerosol particles
differ from cloud droplets thermodynamically, they can be difficult
to distinguish radiatively27,28. Optically thick aerosol layers can often
take on a milky, cloud-like appearance29 and be interpreted as cloud.
Likewise, subvisible cloud layers will by definition be classified as
clear sky by human observers. To the extent that situations with high
aerosol loading are more likely to admit the false detection of clouds,
it is expected that spurious correlations between satellite-based
retrievals of cloud amount and ambient aerosol will be found.

Three-dimensional radiative effects can also introduce measure-
ment artefacts. By conditioning clear-sky measurements on the sun–
satellite geometry and distance from the nearest cloud, recent work
has shown that the scattering of photons from cloud edges can lead to
significant overestimates in retrievals of aerosol optical depths in
cloud-free pixels as far as 15 km away. Because such effects increase
as cloud distance decreases, they can also produce spurious correla-
tions between aerosol optical depth and cloud amount30.

Deficiencies in the data record, and a poor understanding of what
processes regulate the behaviour of cloud regimes, frustrate attempts
to attribute real correlations among the aerosol, clouds and precipi-
tation to lifetime effects. Examples of common deficiencies in the
data record include poor or absent vertical and temporal resolutions
andmissingmeasurements of key variables, such as relative humidity
or even precipitation. Vertical resolution is necessary to assess
whether or not cloud and aerosol layers are intermingled31.
Temporal resolution is necessary to assess causality. However, the
most advanced (active and multispectral) sensors are mounted on
polar-orbiting satellites, which allow return times that range
(depending on the sensor footprint) from days to weeks. Humidity
regulates both cloud amount and aerosol optical depth and may be a
non-trivial source of correlation between the two quantities23.
Likewise, the absence of precipitationmeasurements inmany records
makes interpretation of precipitation-mediated correlations between
aerosol and cloud amount ambiguous. A recent field experiment32,
for example, showed (as did others21) that the aerosol, relative
humidity and cloud amount are positively correlated in regions of

More rain

Less cloud-active 
aerosol

Polluted 

Less cloud

More cloud-active
aerosol

Clean 

More cloud

Less rainSmaller drops

Larger drops

t = 10 min t = 20 min t = 30 min t = 40 min t = 50 min t = 60 min

Albedo effect Lifetime effect

Figure 1 | The lifetime (and albedo) effect as originally proposed. In polluted air masses, clouds consist of more droplets that coalesce into raindrops less
effectively, leaving longer-lived clouds (t, time). Here and in Figs 3 and 4, a single cloud is meant to represent the average response of a field of clouds.

REVIEWS NATUREjVol 461j1 October 2009
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Cloud	  Albedo	  and	  Life5me	  Effect	  as	  outlined	  in	  Stevens	  and	  Feingold,	  2006:	  
In	  polluted	  air	  masses	  clouds	  consist	  of	  more	  droplets	  the	  coalesce	  into	  
raindrops	  less	  effec5vely	  leaving	  longer	  lived	  clouds.	  A	  cartoon	  of	  a	  
5meline	  for	  two	  cloud	  system	  scenarios.	  
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Growing	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  Mature	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  Dissipa5ng	  Hail	  

Positive radiative forcing (warming) due to invigoration: 
1. Colder cloud tops radiating less thermal energy to space. 
2. Higher anvils expand on larger areas and become thinner and 
therefore reflecting less solar radiation  for the same amount of 
emitted thermal radiation. 

Rosenfeld et al., Science, 2008 
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consistent with an increase of released convec-
tive energy by nearly 50%.

Role of Radiative Versus
Microphysical Aerosol Effects
Until now, the radiative and microphysical im-
pacts of aerosols on the climate system have
been considered separately and independently;
their various, often conflicting, influences have
not been amenable to quantitative weighting on
the same scale. Given the opposing microphys-
ical and radiative effects on the vigor and rainfall
amounts of deep warm-base convective clouds,
there is a need to assess the combined effects of
these two factors (25).

A quantitative comparison between the
strengths of the radiative and microphysical ef-
fects of the aerosols is presented in Fig. 4. Be-
cause optically active aerosols are larger than
0.05 mm in radius, and because mature pollu-
tion aerosols of this or larger size can act as
CCN (53), CCN concentrations generally in-
crease with aerosol optical thickness (AOT)
(Fig. 1). The empirical relationship between AOT
and CCN is shown in Fig. 4 by AOT = 0.0027 !
(CCN0.4)

0.64 (1), where CCN0.4 is the concen-
tration of CCN active at a supersaturation of
0.4%. The cloud droplet concentration Nc is
proportional to (CCN0.4)

k, where k is typically
smaller than 1. Using k = 0.825 relates 2000
cloud drops cm!3 to 104 CCN0.4 cm

!3, which
corresponds to !"# = 1. The value of k was
inferred from Ramanathan et al. (7), although
Freud et al. (54) imply that k is closer to 1. In
turn, Nc was shown to be related to the depth
above cloud base (D) required for onset of rain
(54). This depth determines the thermodynamic
track of the rising parcel (Fig. 3) and hence the
vigor of the convection and the extent of con-
vective overturning, which determines the rainfall
amount produced by the cloud system throughout
its life cycle. The cloudy parcel ascends along
curve a in Fig. 3 as long as the cloud top has not
reached D, and shifts to a track between curves c
and d according to the amount of condensed
water at that height.

The dependence ofD on CCN is obtained by a
compilation of aircraft measurements (27, 54, 55)
that provides an approximate relation of D =
80 + (4 ! CCN0.4). According to this relation,
CCN0.4 should reach ~1200 cm

!3 for preventing
rainout from typical tropical clouds before reach-
ing the practical freezing temperature of –4°C,
which is at D " 5 km. At this point the in-
vigoration effect is at its maximum, where the
cloud parcel follows curve d in Fig. 3. Adding
CCN beyond this point suppresses the vigor of
the convection by shifting the cloud parcel grad-
ually from curve d to curve a in Fig. 3. This means
that the microphysical effect on invigorating the
convection has a maximum at moderate CCN con-
centrations. This maximum becomes smaller for
cooler-base clouds, where the distance to the freez-
ing level is shorter, so that fewer CCN are suffi-
cient to suppress the onset of rain up to that level.

At the point of strongest microphysical in-
vigoration, AOT is still at the modest value of
~0.25. Added aerosols increase the AOT and
reduce the flux of solar energy to the surface,
which energizes convection. As a result, with
increasing aerosol loads beyond the optimum,
the weakening of the microphysical invigora-
tion is reinforced by the suppressive effect of
reduced surface heating.

The interplay between the microphysical and
radiative effects of the aerosols may explain the
observations of Bell et al. (33), who showed
that the weekly cycle of air pollution aerosols
in the southeastern United States is associated
with a weekday maximum and weekend min-
imum in the intensity of afternoon convective
rainfall during summer. This was mirrored by
a minimum in the midweek rainfall over the
adjacent sea areas, reflecting an aerosol-induced
modulation of the monsoonal convergence of
air and its rising over land with return flow
aloft to the ocean. This is a remarkable find-
ing, as it suggests that the microphysical im-
pacts of aerosols on invigorating warm-base
deep clouds are not necessarily at the expense
of other clouds in the same region, but can
lead to changes in regional circulation that lead

to greater moisture convergence and regional
precipitation.

This weekly cycle emerged in the late 1980s
and strengthened through the 1990s, along with
the contemporary reversal of the dimming trend
of solar radiation reaching the surface, which
took place until the 1980s (56). This was likely
caused by the reversal in the emissions trends
of sulfates and black carbon (57). It is possible
that the weekly cycle emerged when the over-
all aerosol levels decreased to the range where
the microphysical impacts are dominant, as shown
in Fig. 4.

Measuring Radiative and Microphysical
Aerosol Effects with the Same Metric
The precipitation and the radiative effects of
the aerosols (both direct and cloud-mediated)
can be integrally measured when considering
the combined changes in the energy of the at-
mosphere and the surface. The commonly used
metrics are the radiative forcing at the top of
the atmosphere (TOA) and at the BOA (bottom
of the atmosphere, i.e., Earth’s surface), measured
in W m!2. The atmospheric radiative forcing
is the difference between TOA and BOA forc-
ing (7). Here we propose a new metric, the aero-

sol thermodynamic forcing (TF)
(58), representing the aerosol-
induced change in the atmo-
spheric energy budget that is
not radiative in nature. In con-
trast to TOA radiative forcing,
TF does not change the net Earth
energy budget, but rather redis-
tributes it internally; hence, TF
can affect temperature gradi-
ents and atmospheric circula-
tion. The main source of TF is
the change in the amount of latent
heat released by aerosol-induced
changes in clouds and precipi-
tation. It can be expressed as a
change in latent heat flux (in
units of W m!2) in the atmo-
spheric column.

The vertical distribution of
the atmospheric heating is crit-
ically important because it de-
termines the vertical lapse rate
and hence the CAPE, which
quantifies the ability to produce
convective clouds and precipita-
tion. Atmospheric radiative heat-
ing due to absorbing aerosols
tends to reduce CAPE and there-
by suppress the development
of convective clouds, whereas the
microphysical effects of aero-
sols allow a deeper exploitation
of CAPE and hence invigora-
tion of convection and associated
precipitation.

All the components of the
aerosol radiative (direct and cloud-
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Fig. 4. Illustration of the relations between the aerosol micro-
physical and radiative effects. The aerosol optical thickness
(AOT) is assumed to reach 1 at CCN0.4 = 104 cm!3 (dashed red
line), which corresponds to nucleation of 2000 cloud drops cm!3.
The related transmission of radiation reaching the surface is shown
by the solid red line. The vigor of the convection is shown by
the blue line, which provides the released convective available
potential energy (CAPE) of a cloud parcel that ascends to the
cloud top near the tropopause. The calculation is based on the
scheme in Fig. 3, with respect to curve c as the zero reference.
Note that a maximum in CAPE occurs at CCN0.4 " 1200 cm!3,
which corresponds to the maximum cloud invigoration accord-
ing to curve d of the scheme in Fig. 3. The AOT corresponding to
the CCN0.4 at the microphysical optimum is only 0.25. Adding
aerosols beyond this point substantially decreases the vigor of the
cloud because both microphysical and radiative effects work in the
same direction: smaller release of convective energy aloft and less
radiative heating at the surface.

5 SEPTEMBER 2008 VOL 321 SCIENCE www.sciencemag.org1312
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Convective Cloud Depth and 
Cloud Fraction changes due to 
Aerosols 

less-developed clouds. To see the combined ef-
fects of aerosols on clouds as a function of the
cloud-top height, we did the following: First the
data were sorted from clean to polluted by t and
divided into five equal sample subsets, from
clean (blue) to most polluted (purple). Then each
subset variable (t and Cft) was sorted by P and
plotted, in Fig. 3, after application of a running

average window of 100 samples (10). This pro-
cessing was performed twice, once for the whole
data set and once for the data filtered byCft < 0.5.

The t distribution versus P for the five
groups is shown on the left side of Fig. 3. The
polluted clouds reach higher levels of the at-
mosphere (10, 23). We see on the Cft distribution
versus P for the whole data set (Fig. 3, upper

right) that the boomerang shape of Fig. 2 (upper
right) is apparent at most of the pressure levels,
with a minimum Cft for the clean case, a maxi-
mum for themediumpollution cases, and amoder-
ate decrease in theCft for themost polluted (purple)
set. For the shallowest clouds (P > 850 mb), the
lowest Cft occurs in the most polluted case.

The AFF becomes apparent when results
from the whole data set are compared to the
subset of Cft < 0.5. By filtering out the data
with large cloud fraction, we lose the higher
clouds (the clean and medium cloud sets do not
reach the same low pressure levels as before).
A maximum in cloud fraction occurs in the
middle atmosphere (700 mb), with a reduction
in Cft above it. The figure shows that at almost
every level of the atmosphere, the most polluted
set has the lowest cloud fraction. This corre-
sponds to the deepening bend of the boomerang
shape in Fig. 2 when cloud fraction is restricted
by half. Additional analysis is shown in (11).

The theoretical construction predicts a smooth
transition from a logarithmicmicrophysical effect
dominating the trends in the lower t values to the
absorption effect that takes over as t increases,
creating a characteristic boomerang shape be-
tween cloud fraction and aerosol optical thick-
ness. The theory predicts that the final cloud
fraction is tied to the initial cloud fraction through
the absorption effect of the aerosols (the AFF).
Analysis of cloud data over the Amazon dur-
ing the dry season of 2005 identified the same
boomerang-shaped relationship between cloud
fraction and aerosol optical thickness predicted
by the analytical theory. In particular, we show
that when the cloud fraction is restricted to less
than 0.5, the absorption effect is stronger because
of the larger interface between the direct solar
radiation and the absorbing aerosols, as sug-
gested by the AFF. The results are similar for
higher clouds that are most likely above the
smoke layer as well as clouds within the smoke
layer, suggesting that over the Amazon, stabiliz-
ing the lower atmosphere and suppressing fluxes
from the surface dominate the processes and
can inhibit high and deep convective clouds
even though the upper atmosphere can be less
stable because of the smoke heating below.

The boomerang shape ofCft (orP), increasing
with t until reaching a maximum and then de-
creasing as t increases, makes the explanation of
a superposition of the two effects—the internal
(microphysical) and external (absorption)—
robust. Other possible explanations such as
meteorology driving both aerosol and clouds,
artifacts of cloud and aerosol retrievals, or the
existence of a smooth transition zone from clouds
to aerosols (24, 25) are not likely to produce such
complicated relationships. In particular, a de-
crease in cloud fraction as t increases cannot be
explained by any identified retrieval artifacts or a
continuum between aerosols and clouds. Fur-
thermore, to reduce the likelihood of retrieval
artifacts, the data were restricted to t < 0.8 to
reduce aerosol misclassification as cloud.

Fig. 3. Cloud fraction and t divided into five subsets by t, from the cleanest (blue) to the most
polluted (purple) and plotted as a function of P. Results for the whole data set are plotted in the
upper row; those for the subset of Cft < 0.5 are plotted in the lower row. (Left) The average aerosol
optical depth of the five subsets versus the pressure. (Right) Cloud fraction for the five t subsets
versus P. The cloud fraction scale is stretched for the filtered data (lower right).

Fig. 2. Relationships between cloud properties and aerosol loading (estimated by t). (Left panels)
P versus t. Lower P may indicate taller convective clouds that reach to higher levels of the atmosphere.
(Right panels) Cloud fraction versus t. The upper row shows all data and the lower row shows data
restricted to a cloud fraction <0.5.

15 AUGUST 2008 VOL 321 SCIENCE www.sciencemag.org948
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Effects of Aerosols on the  
Frequency of Cloud Occurrence in monsoon regions 

As CN increases, deep (ice-phase) clouds occurred more frequently 
but low (liquid-phase) clouds occurred less frequently 

Suppress low 
water clouds 

Enhance  
high, ice 
clouds 

Freezing level  

Li et al.  
(Nature-Geo, 2011) 



!   Longwave Indirect Effect (Lubin and Vogelman, 2006) 
!   Emissivity ~ 1/re, changes in the arctic surface fluxes ~ 
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.175 cm23. These thresholds were chosen on the basis of the lowest
and highest 25th percentiles for all CN data, respectively, and they are
also consistent with other Arctic studies17,24. From the six-year data
set subsampled as described, we found 2,379 collocated low CN cases
and 5,164 high CN cases. Analysing these cases revealed a systematic
tendency for dTb/du to be more negative under high CN than under
low CN, consistent with the aerosol indirect effect causing smaller re.

The effects of elevated CN concentrations on the downwelling
longwave radiation are investigated by collocating the instantaneous
pyrgeometer fluxes with the AERI-measured dTb/du (Fig. 3a); the
relationship between these measured quantities is highly consistent
with theoretical expectations (Fig. 1c). For dTb/du , 0, the high CN
points clearly exhibit a greater spread towards more negative slopes,
and their maximum downwelling pyrgeometer fluxes are greater
than for the low CN points. Larger flux for higher CN is consistent
with the theorized increase in cloud emissivity for smaller re.
This result is better quantified by binning the pyrgeometer fluxes in

dTb/du bins of width 0.01 K cm21 (0.005 K cm21 near dTb/du ! 0)
and computing the mean and standard deviations of the fluxes per
bin. Two-sample t-tests are performed for each dTb/du bin to
determine whether the high and low CN cases comprise statistically
significant different distributions. Figure 3b shows that, for the same
dTb/du bin, the pyrgeometer fluxes for high CN are consistently
greater than for low CN. The statistical significance is above
the 99% confidence level for all but one of the dTb/du bins. For
the dTb/du ! 0 bin (rightmost pair of data points), no significant
difference exists between the high and low CN cases, consistent with
most of those clouds having optical depth greater than ,10
and radiating as blackbodies18. Considering all six years of the low,
single-layer stratiform clouds at the NSA, we find that the mean
pyrgeometer downwelling flux measured for the high CN cases is
8.2Wm22 greater than for the low CN cases.
We now show that our observed flux difference between the high

and low CN cases (Fig. 3b) is not an artefact of additional seasonal
considerations or temperature effects. We examine a subset of the
springtime data (May and June), for which cloud optical depths have
been found to be similar in a recent climatological study25, and for
surface temperatures confined to the range 267–274K (in addition to
the above selection rules). This subset contains 1,068 collocated low
CNand 1,289 high CN cases. Available rawinsonde data covering this
data subset indicate average near-surface air temperatures of
272.4 ^ 1.2 K and 272.3 ^ 1.9 K for the low and high CN cases,
respectively, and cloud base temperatures of 270.4 ^ 3.3 K and
269.6 ^ 9.1 K for the low and high CN cases, respectively. We first
sorted this data subset on dTb/du (Fig. 3c), and determined that the
mean pyrgeometer downwelling flux measured for these high CN
cases is 12.3Wm22 greater than for the corresponding low CN cases,
whenwe exclude the blackbody cases in the dTb/du ! 0 bin. We then
retrieved re and LWP from all AERI spectra having dTb/du , 0 in
this data subset18,21. Figure 3d indicates a most probable re of 10 mm
under low CN and 6 mm under high CN.
To determine the amount of the total flux difference between these

low and high CN cases that is due to this systematic difference in re,

Figure 1 | Demonstration of how surface longwave flux under cloud
depends on cloud liquid water path and effective radius. a, Radiative
transfer simulations19 of the spectral dependence of effective scene
temperature, or ‘brightness temperature’ (Tb), corresponding to
downwelling zenith radiance under a liquid water cloud. The cloud liquid
water path (LWP) is held constant at 12 gm22 and the effective radius (re) is
varied from 4 to 12 mm, a range commonly observed in terrestrial water
clouds. b, The spectral cloud emissivity from the calculation in a.
c, Radiative transfer simulation of the downwelling broadband longwave
flux as a function of the brightness temperature slope dTb/du in the interval
800–1,000 cm21, plotted as curves of fixed re with LWP increasing as
indicated.

Figure 2 | Examples of AERI measurements. Downwelling emission spectra
measured by the NSA AERI beneath two clouds with very different
condensation nuclei (CN) concentrations. Near-surface (2m) air
temperature T(sfc) and pyrgeometer-measured downwelling longwave flux
F(PIR) are also indicated.

LETTERS NATURE|Vol 439|26 January 2006
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Model Results 
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Consensus (IPCC, AR4, Chapt 7)  
 Aerosol Cloud effects 
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Models show a factor of 3 variability  
In the Cloud-Albedo Effect 
IPCC AR4, Figure 2.14 
 
Ensemble mean: -0.7 W/m2 
 
[-1.8 to 0.3 W/m2] 
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Motivation Water clouds Mixed-phase clouds Convective clouds Future Climate Conclusions

Cloud albedo versus cloud lifetime effect

� Sulfate

� Black carbon

(BC) and

sulfate

� Organic

aerosols (OC)

and sulfate

� BC, OC and

sulfate

Lohmann and Feichter, ACP, 2005
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Total Aerosol Forcing 
IPCC AR4 figure 7.21 

!   23 models contributed to IPCC AR4 aerosol effects 
!   3 models had predicted sulfur 
!   Most used empirical relationship to calculate Cloud 

Drop Number 
!   Most used it only for radiative transfer, not for 

microphysics 
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Sulfate 
Sulfate+BC 
Sulfate+OC 
Sulfate+BC+OC 
Water and Ice 
GCMs 
constrained by 
Satellite 
 

Info C/O U. Lohmann  



Ghan et al, 2012, in press 
(forcing contribution at top right) 
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 !""#
Figure 5. Decomposition of annual mean year 1850 to 2000 total aerosol forcing (W m-2) !"$#
at top of atmosphere into contributions from shortwave indirect and semi-direct effects, !"%#
direct effects, and longwave indirect and semi-direct effects, from MAM3. !"&#

!"'#



Decomposing Liquid 
Water path changes 
from Indirect and Semi-
Direct effects 
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 !"#$

 !"!$
Figure 6. Year 1850 to 2000 change in annual mean liquid water path due to indirect !"%$
effects (above) and semi-direct effects (below) from MAM3. !&'$

!&($

Ghan	  et	  al,	  2012	  
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Motivation Water clouds Mixed-phase clouds Convective clouds Future Climate Conclusions

Impacts of anthropogenic aerosols on warm rain

formation in convective clouds

Figure: Annual mean changes in liquid water path [g m−2]

� Indirect effect: -1.3 W m−2 (CSIRO), 0.02 W m−2 (GISS)
� The indirect aerosol effect can be smaller or larger than the

effect on stratiform clouds alone (Menon and Rotstayn, 2006)

Ulrike Lohmann IACETH Global impacts of aerosols on clouds & precip Annecy, 09.09.08 18 / 24

Menon	  and	  Rotstayn,	  2006	  

Convec5ve	  Liquid	  Water	  Path	  Changes	  due	  to	  aerosol	  
increases	  
	  
Indirect	  Forcing	  associated	  with	  Convec5on	  
-‐1.3	  W/m2	  (CSIRO),	  0.02	  W/m2	  (GISS)	  
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Role of Primary Aerosols in Cloud 
Albedo Effect. 
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Motivation Water clouds Mixed-phase clouds Convective clouds Future Climate Conclusions

Sensitivity of the cloud albedo effect to primary

emitted sulfate aerosols

Cloud albedo effect [W m−2] without prim. SO4 with prim. SO4

Simulation without BL nucleation: -1.55 -2.03

Simulation with BL nucleation: -1.49 -1.65

Wang and Penner, ACPD, 2008

Ulrike Lohmann IACETH Global impacts of aerosols on clouds & precip Annecy, 09.09.08 4 / 24

Cloud	  Albedo	  
Effect	  

Without	  Primary	  
SO4	  

With	  Primary	  SO4	  

Without	  BL	  
Nuclea5on	  

-‐1.6	   -‐2	  

With	  BL	  Nuclea5on	   -‐1.5	   -‐1.7	  

Wang	  and	  Penner	  



Change	  in	  cloud	  dynamics	  from	  aerosol	  injec5on	  
(a	  satellite	  view	  of	  the	  model)	  

Less	  reflec5ve	  

Tim
e	  

Clouds	  in	  ship	  track	  break	  up	  and	  open	  

Wang	  and	  Feingold	  (2009b)	  



Scientists are still searching for the right 
ways to characterize cloud aerosol 
interactions but progress is being made 
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550 M. O. Andreae: Global CCN and AOT correlations
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Fig. 1. Relationship between AOT500 and CCN0.4 from investigations where these variables have been measured simultaneously, or where
data from nearby sites at comparable times were available. The error bars reflect the variability of measurements within each study (standard
deviations or quartiles).

a much smaller population and little industry. The median
AOT500 there is 0.081(0.053–0.120), comparable to many
other remote continental sites, but still considerably higher
than at Fort McMurray in northern Canada: 0.057(0.034,
0.089). The only report from the extratropical continental
Southern Hemisphere is from a flight campaign in South
Africa, where CCN0.4 values of 137±63 were measured over
the Highveld region on a clean day (Ross et al., 2003). On
the same day, the AERONET site at Bethlehem, in the center
of the Highveld, measured an AOT500 of 0.045±0.013.
In summary, the mean values of CCN0.4 and AOT500 over

extratropical remote sites are not distinctly different from
those measured over Amazonia, even considering that some
influence from long-range transport of pollution aerosol is
unavoidable in these measurements. For example, more than
half of the sulfate aerosol over remote British Columbia is
from East Asian sources (van Donkelaar et al., 2008). This
implies that pre-anthropogenic CCN0.4 concentrations over
most continental regions were below, maybe even well be-
low, 200 cm−3.

6 Remote marine regions

Remote marine regions, especially in the Southern Hemi-
sphere, are usually considered the least polluted and most
pristine parts of the atmosphere, but it must be remem-
bered that anthropogenic pollution reaches even the remotest

sites. This is, for example, readily seen at the Cape Grim
background station, where aerosols from biomass burning in
Southern Africa are readily detected during the fire season
(Heintzenberg and Bigg, 1990). Nevertheless, remote marine
sites show the lowest number concentrations of aerosol par-
ticles and CCN worldwide. In the winter season, CCN con-
centrations in some areas drop down to a few tens per cm3,
as shown in Table 2 by data from the Southern Ocean (Cape
Grim) and the Northeast Pacific (off Washington State),
while in other areas, e.g., at the Northeast Atlantic coast
(Mace Head) this seasonal cycle is less pronounced. Over
biologically productive ocean regions, such as the tropical
oceans and the temperate regions in summer, CCN0.4 con-
centrations are typically near or above 100 cm−3. This sea-
sonal behavior is related to the biogenic production of marine
aerosols, probably both via the emission of DMS and its oxi-
dation to sulfate, and the release of primary biogenic particles
(Charlson et al., 1987; Andreae and Rosenfeld, 2008). The
reduced seasonality at some sites may be related to the effect
of low levels of anthropogenic pollution, which can make
a significant contribution to the very low aerosol concentra-
tions present at remote oceanic sites in winter (Andreae et
al., 1999, 2003; Reade et al., 2006).

Overall, one finds that CCN concentrations over the
present-day remote oceans are on average about one-half of
those over the present-day remote continents (Table 2), but
with a very broad overlap (Fig. 1). In view of the fact that the

Atmos. Chem. Phys., 9, 543–556, 2009 www.atmos-chem-phys.net/9/543/2009/



Take home messages 

!   Aerosol impacts on clouds are readily seen in observations 
!   The range of impacts are so large that it is difficult to isolate which are the 

most important to climate 
!   Scientists are still searching for the right ways to characterize cloud 

aerosol interactions but progress is being made 
!   I think there are natural sources of aerosol, potentially important to the 

Indirect Effect that are poorly accounted for 
!   Many VOC sources 
!   Biogenic particles (marine and continental) 
!   Accurate characterization of natural submicron aerosol sources  

!   GCM Characterization for aerosol cloud interactions is very challenging 
!   To do it “right” requires explicit characterization of features that are sub-grid-

scale 
!   Modelers will still assign a low level of confidence to their ability to 

quantify aerosol indirect effects in climate models 
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